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The art of rudderless sailing
Rudderless sailing is an interesting skill to teach. It's easy to end up with students doing pirouettes
with very Little time to fathom out what is going wrong before the boom is heading in their direction
again. However for some people. 'taming· and understanding how to control the dinghy can
revolutionise their sailing.
To really understand what we are teaching we need to delve slightly into the realms of physics. But
be careful not to over-simplify as you can miss important parts which may hinder understanding.
Nie Wymer. RYA Coach/ Assessor explains.
Sailing upwind
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Ease the main
s lightly to bring
the rig to the
windward side
and make the
boat bear away

How a boat turns

irst we need to consider the
F. forces involved:
The fore and aft balance of
the sail area: How much sail is
there in front of the centre of
lateral resistance and how much
behind7
» The shape of the hull l s the boat
upright or I ean ing over 7
» The centre of effort: Is the rig

Sailing downwind
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Keep the rig over
the top of the
boat to make it
want to travel in
a straight line

over the top of the hull or off to
one side due to healing 7

Sailing upwind

When sailing upwind, we have the
largest proportion offorcetrying to
push us sideways. This can be usedto
helpfinetunethe boat totravel in a
straight line, using the techniques)ib
in and main out'to bear away, 'main
in and jib out'to luff up. Although

this helps with Ii ne tuning, it is too
slow on its own to steerthe boat
The more responsive way to
steer the boat is using the balance
or heel of the boat When the boat
is leaning over a combination of
factors come into play:

Hull shape

Because the underwater shape of
the boat is not symmetrical when

Tighten the main
slightly to heel
the boat and put
the rig to the
leeward side to
make the boat
luff u p
it� heeling it will not want t o travel
in a straight line. The direction it
will travel depends on the hull
design, but in itself is quite often
not the cause of the boat wanting
to turn.

The sails

The sails are the larger force at
work here, and the fact they are no
longer over the centre of the boat

Key CE= Centre of Effort CL= Centre of Lateral Resistance

Vertical rig puts
the Centre of
Effort to leeward
making the boat
luff up

CL
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Slight windward
heel puts the
Centre of Effort
over the hull
making the boat
go straight

CL

Lots of windward
heel puts the
Centre of Effort
to windward
making the boat
bear away
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